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1. Introduction.

assuming

and fyfx

a product

Conditions

Fubini

bimeasurability,
exist

theorem

additive

with respect

Since the appearance

by Luxemburg

of the product

[12] and de Lucia [ll].

paper [Theorem
ity of iterated
Further,

sense,

4.4] provides
integrals

Theorem

to this product

However,

with respect

and

the principal

to two bounded,

attempts

without requir-

years progress

theorem

implication

setting

has been made

theorem of this

for the existence

and equal-

finitely

measures.

additive

which shows that,

in a certain

it is the best possible.

The principal

theorems

the Radon-Nikodym

theorem.

of classical

theorem,

A Radon-Nikodym

measure

the Lebesgue

theorem

theory applied

decomposition

for finitely

additive

measures

the Lebesgue

measures.

the first reasonable

However,

Theorem 4.4 supplies

to analysis

theorem,

long been known, while Darst [5] extended

Fubini's

for p.

algebra

Riemann integrals,

In recent

the first general

4.4 has a converse

is then

measure

in 1910 [7], [10] of the Fichtenholz-

of repeated

integral.

This result

product

have been made to extend this theorem to a more abstract
ing the existence

on algebras

for a bounded

so that the iterated

and are equal.

and finitely

theorem on the equality

measures

are determined

are

and Fubini's

[6, p. 315] has

decomposition

to such

substitute

for

theorem.
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In §2 the terminology

to statements

of preparatory

new product
in §5.

used in this article

measure

This algebra

the new measure,

contains

including

in this section.
new product

theorems.

and product

measure

during the research

for finitely

the measurable

4.4 occupies

additive

rectangles.

measures

Certain

to other product

defined

to my advisor,

and preparation
suggested

and the construction

§4.

A

is defined

properties

measures,

of §6 are the proof of a "Fubini

previously

Denny, who originally

while §3 is devoted

The proof of Theorem

algebra

its relation

The subjects

I am very grateful

is established,

of

are discussed

theorem"
of related

for the
examples.

Dr. J. S. Lomont, for his help and advice

of this paper.

I also wish to thank Dr. J. L.

the use of Theorem

4.4 to construct

a product

measure.

2. Terminology.
consisting
valued

set function

defined

by Dunford

technically

The object of interest

of an algebra

p defined

on A. The integral

and Schwartz

tedious,

exercise

[6, p. 112].

the term "measure"

real-valued

set function

The following

2.1.

Definition.

variables.
are
lim.^

lim.^

considered

for a finitely

fix.,

y)

3. The theorem

if, whenever

the two iterated
both exist,

of Pták.

in this paper.

additive,

{x^-j

function

in a form more useful

bounded,

of two

C X and {y.H°-j

limits lim^^

C Y

lim •_i0C/(*,-. y y ) and

then they are equal.

The primary tool required

for the proof of Theorem

4.4 is Pták's Theorem 2 [14, p. 573]. Theorem 3.2 is a restatement
results

inte-

in this paper.

Let /: X x Y —»R be a real-valued

suchthat

although

a semiring.

is the most important

/ is a DLC function

sequences

real-

to p is that

and the Moore-Smith

of functions

on at least

(X, A, p)

additive,

It is a straightforward,

will be reserved

defined

definition

finitely

with respect

to show that this integral

gral [9, p. 332] are the same for the class
Hereafter,

in this paper is a triple

A over a set X and a bounded,

to this paper.

The following

of Pták's

lemma is needed first.

The proof of this lemma is transparent.

3.1.
function

Lemma.

Let f: X x Y —»R be a separately

on the topological

Y CY be dense

subsets

spaces

X and Y, respectively.

of X and Y,

is bounded if and only if f* is.

continuous,

respectively.

Further,

real-valued

Let X C X and

Let /*= /|X x Y. Then f

if f and f* are bounded,

they have the

same supremum.

3.2. Theorem. Let X and Y be Ty, topological spaces.
be a real-valued,

bounded,

ßY be the Stone-Cech

be the topological

separately

compactifications

dual of the space

continuous

¡unction

of X and

on X x Y. Let ßX and

Y, respectively.

C{Z) of bounded,

Let f: X x Y —»R

continuous,

Let

C (Z)

real-valued
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functions

on the topological

space

Z.

Then the following

are equivalent.

(A) / z's a DLC function.
(B) / can be extended

to a separately

weak

continuous,

to a bounded,

separately

bilinear,

real-valued

¡unction on C iX) x C (Y).
(C) / can be extended

continuous,

real-valued

func-

on ßX and ßY,

respec-

tion on ßX x ßY.
(D) Let p and v be regular,
tively.

Let f

signed,

if ) be the extension

Borel measures

of f

if ) to a continuous

function

on

ßY ißX) for each x £ X (y e Y). Then:
(i)

The

function

ipiy) m fg., f*dp

on Y has a continuous

extension

iff

The function

(f>ix) ■ Joy /xdp

on X has a continuous

extension

(p*

on ßY.
(ii)

on ßX.

(iii) /^ (f>*dp
= fßy lff*dv.
Proof. Ptak's Theorem 2 [14, p. 573] and Lemma 3.1 state that (A) =>(B) =»
(C) =>(A). Also, "infra" the proof of Theorem 1 [14, p. 567], Pták demonstrated
that (A) =»(D).

(The Riesz

representation

theorem is needed here.)

Hence, only

the proof that (D) =» (A) is required.
Assume that /, as defined
function.

So, there must exist

in the hypotheses
sequences

|x.!°°_,

of this theorem,

is not a DLC

CX and |y.l°°_,

C Y such that

lim,-.rx, lim,^«> AV y) and limy-oo lim¿-c* A*,' Vj» both exist> but
limi_0o

lim,^oo

A*,'

yp

¿ limy-oo

(y £ Y) and the measures

to continuity,
functions
bounded

zp(y) = fgx f

infinite

that

ip and (f> are continuous
condition

ix.!°°=, C X. Either

x £ ßX such that x is an accumulation

lim.^^

fix.,

y e ßY such that

Let p be the zero-one

(fp

for any

measure

have contin-

If this assumption

3.2.

x £ X such that x = x¿ for an
set.

In the second

point of {x.i^Lj

/(x¿, y.) ■/

case there

in ßX.

if x £ E,

piE) = j
( 0,

otherwise.

In

is not neces-

of the choice of x. Similarly,
(y) for each

z.

on the Borel sets of ßX generated

x £ /3X-that is
(1,

Due

and obviously

and, therefore,

respectively.

is independent

lim^^

x e X

p and v on ßX and ßY,

y.) = f* ix) fot each ;'. The x obtained

sarily unique, but the value of /*.(x)
there exists

/*

(D) of Theorem

there exists

number of z's or Ix.!"?"., is an infinite

either case

Let

dv are well defined

Borel measures

iff and (f> on ßY and ßX,

then / does not satisfy

Examine

exists

Assume

y,'-

as in part (D) of this theorem.

for each y e Y (x e X). Hence, the

dp and <p(x) = fgy f

on Y and X for any regular

extensions

is false,

A*¿.

fgx f* dp (fgy /* dv) exists

respectively.
uous

lim,-co

p and v be defined

by
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Let v be the zero-one measure
Clearly,

p and v are regular

on the Borel sets of ßY generated
measures.

by y e ßY.

For each /,

Also,

for each ». As iff is continuous
sequence

{iff (y.)i°lj.

on /3Y, i/r (y) is an accumulation

Since lim.^^

ip(y.) = lim.^x

\f/*iy..) exists

point of the
by hypothesis,

lim.^M</7*(y.) = .A*(y). But>

f , iff*dv= iff*(y)= lim iff(y) = lim lim /(*., y.).

Jpr

y_.00

'

y—.00 y—»00

'

Similarly,

f

0*z/p = <p*(x)= lim cfoix)= lim lim /(x , y).

JßX

Therefore,

i—>oo

JßX cfo dp 4 /¿¡y iff dv.

i-.oo

Hence,

y—.50

/ cannot

Theorem 3.2. One must conclude that (D) =»(A).

'

satisfy

condition

(D) in

Q.E.D.

The following lemma, also due to Pták [14, p. 572], will be of use later.
3.3.

Lemma.

Y be a countably
separately

Let X be a pseudocompact,
compact,

continuous,

T,,.

bounded,

topological
real-valued

T.

topological

space,

and let

space.

Let f: X x Y —» R be a

function

on X x Y. TAe72 / is a

DLC function.
A. The main theorem.

one-variable

4.1.

behavior

Definition.

The following

of functions

definition

provides

a description

to which Theorem 4.4 will apply.

Let A be an algebra on a set X.

(A) A is said to "separate

points"

on X if, given x, y e X such that

x 4 y» there exists E, F e A such that x e E, y e F, and E C\F =0.
ates points"

on X, then A is an SP algebra

(B) Let /: X —»R be a real-valued
f > 0, there is a finite partition

If A "separ-

on X.

function on X. / is A-continuous

of X into A-measurable

sets

given x, y e E. tot any z, |/(x) - fiy)\ < e. The collection
general,

of the

if, given

{E.j. =1 such that,

{E^.j

will, in

depend on c.

The next lemma, characterizing

A-continuous

functions,

is a collection

of

known facts.
4.2.
algebra

Lemma.

Let f: X —>R be a real-valued

on X. Then the following

function

on X. Let

A be an

are equivalent.

(A) f is A-continuous.

(B) (Darst [A, p. 293]).

// p is a measure

on A, then f is p-integrable.
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(C) (Leader

[9, p. 233]).
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/ is a uniform limit of simple, A-measurabte functions.

Let A be an SP algebra on X.

(D) (Porcelli [13, p. 119]). Let X* be the Stone space [16, p. 24] of A. Then
f can be extended

to a continuous

function

on X

if and only if one of (A), (B), or

(C) above holds.
The following

reference.

known facts

concerning

Stone spaces

are collected

here for easy

[See [l] and [16] for proofs.]

4.3. Let A be an SP algebra on a set X.
(A) There exists

a T_, totally

disconnected,

space of A) such that A is isomorphic

Designate

this isomorphism

measures

signed,

X (the Stone

to the algebra of open-closed

sets

U on X.

by / (/: A -* u).

(B) There is a one-to-one
the regular,

compact space

w-additive,

correspondence
Borel measures

on A and 3, respectively,

/ between

the measures

on X . Further,

on A and

if p and p

are

such that /(p) = p , and if E £ A, then

piE) = p*[liE)].
(C) X can be mapped one-to-one

and onto a dense subset of X . Denote this

map by h.
(D) Let / be an A-continuous,
extension

of / to a continuous

real-valued

function on X. Let /

be the

function on X . If x £ X, then fix) = f [i(x)].

Also fxfdp = fx,f*dp*.
(E) There is a one-to-one
the zero-one

measures

correspondence,

N, between

on A. Let p be a zero-one

measure

the points

in X

and

on A, let Nip) =

x £ X *, and let /(p) = p*. Then

I 1,
p*iE) = •

if x € E

0,

otherwise

for all E £ â.

The next theorem is the main result
4.4.
tively.

Theorem.

of this article.

Let A and B be SP algebras

Let p and v be bounded,

A and B, respectively.

finitely

additive,

[See [17].]

over the sets
real-valued,

Let {: X x Y —►
R be a real-valued,

X x Y. Assume:
(A) /

is A-continuous

¡or each

(B) /

z's ^-continuous

¡or each x £ X;

y £ Y;

(C) / z's a DLC ¡unction.
Therefore:
(A') // iffiy) m L / dp on Y, then iff is ^-continuous;
(B') // rp(x) = Jy f dv on X, then (p is A-continuous;

(C') fy ipdv= / / fdpdv = f f ¡àvdp = Jx (bdp.

X and Y, respecset ¡unctions

bounded ¡unction

on
on
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Further,

integrals

if f is a real-valued,

fxfy fdvdp,

bounded function

and fYjx fdpdv

on X x Y such that the

exist and are equal for every pair of meas-

ures p and v on A and B, respectively,

then f satisfies

parts (A), (B), and (C)

of this theorem.

Proof. Notation. Let X* (Y*) be the Stone space of A (B), and let Cf (S) be
the algebra
let p'iv')

of open-closed

sets on that space.

be the corresponding

regular,

For a given measure

signed,

cr-additive

p iv) on A (B),

measure

on & CB)

(see 4.3(B)). Let X (Y) be the embedded image of X (Y) in X* (Y*) which is
dense

there.

function

Indentify

X with X and Y with Y. So, / can be considered

on X x Y. For each

and can be extended

y £ Y (x e X), /

to a continuous

function

Now, X and Y under the relative

spectively,

are T,,,

to be topological

spaces.

spaces

/'

(/') on X

topologies

(Y ).

with respect

to X

and Y , re-

For the rest of this proof X and Y will be considered

with this topology.

So, /

(/ ) is a continuous

function

on X (Y) for each y e Y (x e X). As / is bounded and a DLC function,
3.2 holds.

I

to be a

(/ ) is A-continuous (B-continuous)

So, / can be extended

on ßX x ßY—where j8X ißY)

to a separately

continuous,

is the Stone-Cech

Theorem

bounded function

compactification

of X (Y).

Embedding of X* (Y*) in ßX ißY). The identity map i¿ X — X C X* is a
homeomorphism

of X into X . Hence,

i

can be extended

to a continuous

map

r. /3X— X* such that AßX - X) C X*- i¿X) = X*- X [8, p. 92]. Since X is
dense

in X

and ßX is compact,

8 ix) = z e r~ (|x|),

where

choice)

Note that

in r

(¡x¡).

r is onto.

Define

the map 8 : X —>ßX by

z is some fixed element

(picked

by the axiom of

8 is 720Í unique.

If x e X. then r" \x) = i"X Ax) = x. So,' 6X'|X = i X . Let 8X (X*)
= X. As 8x
_
is one-to-one,
identity

it is a correspondence

map on

Y. In a similar

between

X and X. Let i : Y —*Y be the

manner a one-to-one

map 9 : Y —»ßY can be

defined so that 8y\Y = i . Let 0y(Y*) = g.
X can have two topologies,
nated as the R-topology)

(designated

the relative

and the topology

as the /-topology).

if and only if there exists

However,

8 (E) = r-1(E)

an open set

respect to the R-topology.
As a consequence
of the previous
[a A.

in the /-topology,

R-topologies

to /SX (desigX with X

such that

to the /-topology,
statement,

then it is continuous

. is a net in X which converges

/-topology.

E CX

CiX, which is open in X with respect

if E C X is open with respect

continuous

by identifying

Note that E' is open in X with respect

/-topology

Hence,

topology with respect

obtained

Similar statements

on g with respect

then it is open with

in the R-topology.

in the R-topology,

to Y and ßY.

to the R-topology.

if g is a function

can be made concerning

to the

OxiE) = E .

on X which is

Also, if

then it converges

the corresponding

in the

/- and
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Extension

of ¡to

X*x Y*. Let £ = f*\X x $.

y € Y. Then ¡y is continuous
f \X = f

= fUX.

in both topologies

As /* and I

agree on a dense

subset

Let /" = /' oô"1

for each

on X (for each y £ Y). Also,

ate both continuous

in the R-topology

of X, they agree on all of X (for each

y e Y). Similarly,

if f"
= f'
o 0-y \ _then /"* =_ l * fot each x e X.
'x
'x

_

Let X £ D - Y. Since Y is dense in j8Y, there exists a net íyjae¿
verges

to À in ßY and, also,

\l iya)\a€A

converges

the P-topology

on 2) for each

The net \fya\ae/ii

all a £ A and /
T.

space,

\l

\aei

1/

space

Note that

the previous

quasiuniformly

Integration.

to /A on ßX.

to f«.

|£

(x)?ae>i =

is continuous

Also,

So, £ is separately

Let g = (! ° id

Since

in

As ^

, for each

function

x 6 ). Hence,

for

Therefore

a£

A, is bounded

and as X is a compact,

on X in the /-topology.

X and D can be treated

continuous

/

ßX is a compact,

to ¡^ [6, p. 268].

as (!. is bounded,

f. is a continuous

À was arbitrary.

proof.

pointwise

quasiuniformly

on X in the /-topology,

in this topology,

x e X as f

and bounded on ßX and since

converges

converges

on £). Note that

for each

C Y which con-

x e X.

also converges

are continuous
lae/i

and continuous
T

in both topologies

to f (A) = f.(x)

on X and

symmetrically

in the /-topologies

g is separately

in

on X x ?)•

continuous

and

bounded on X x Y*. Note that g|X x Y = /. By Lemma 3-3, g is a DLC function.
As X

and Y are their own compactifications,

Theorem 3.2, part (D),

applies to g. So:

if iff iy) = f „ g dp' for all y e Y , then iff is continuous on Y ;
if tp (x) = / » g dv

for all x £ X , then çS is continuous

on X ; and

iy* *l>*dv= Jx, rp*ap.
Let iff = </f*|Y, and let rp = <p*|X. Then by Lemma 4.2
and (f> is A-continuous

iff is B-continuous

Also

/ ifj*dv'
- Jy iffdv
- Jy £, gytfp'aV(forVe 7)=Jy Jx / ¿p^,
and

/x. ^^

= Jx ^^ = ¡x ¡Y. gxdu'dp (for x £ X) = Jx ¡y fdvdp.

In conclusion,

/y *dv= Jy Jx '*^ =fx Îy idvdv-m
Sx***'
The converse

implication.

X x Y for which the iterated
pair of measures
respectively.

Let / be a bounded,

integrals

ip Ay) = I

/ dp

function

exist and are equal with respect

p and v on the SP algebras

Let iff be a real-valued

real-valued

function

on

to every

A and B over the sets X and Y,
defined

on Y by

fot a given measure

p on A,
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and let cpv be a real-valued
^

Since

- Jw fx^v

iff is integrable

integral

uous.

exists),

function

iff

defined

*01 a g^ven measure

with respect

to any measure

is B-continuous

For the same reason,

on X by
v on B.

v on B (as the iterated

by Lemma 4.2.

Similarly,

cfov is A-contin-

for all x e X and / y is A-confor all y e Y. It is left to show that / is a DLC function.

tinuous

Recall

the notation

N~ (x) = px (a zero-one

/ x is B-continuous

established

in §4.2, part (E).

Let (x, y) e X*x Y*. Let

measure on A), and let N~ (y) = v

(a zero-one measure

on B). Let JipJxx = p* and ]iv y ) = v*.
Define:
y

FU' y) = Sx Sy fdvyd^x on X** Y*'
If (x, y) e X x Y, then p
measures

and v

on A and B, respectively.

ate one-point

generated

(by x and y)

So,

F("y)' SxSy!*>**=Sxf,+*' fy{x)
=/(*'y)'
Hence, F|X x Y = /.
Fix x e X*. Let iff
be the extension of iff., to a continuous
*
*
*
Y • (This is possible as iff
is B-continuous.)
Then

function on

f-x

pM• SxSy<d%d>*
- SySx'*-*»"Sy*?*,

Ay^K-tnW*
as v

is one-point

Therefore,
arbitrary

F

generated

by y £ Y . Since y e Y was arbitrary,

is continuous

on Y . Similarly,

y e Y . So, F is separately

F

continuous

is continuous

Fx = i/r

on X for an

on X x Y .

Note that / is bounded and that X x Y is dense in X*x Y . By Lemma 3.1,
F is also bounded.

applies.

Since

X

and Y are compact,

T,

spaces,

Lemma 3.3

Therefore F is a DLC function. So is / as F|X x Y = /.

4.5.

Corollary.

respectively.

Let A and B be SP algebras

Let f be a real-valued,

Y* be the Stone spaces

over the sets

bounded function

Q.E.D.
X and Y,

on X x Y. Let X and

of A and B, respectively.

Then f can be extended

to a separately

continuous,

real-valued

function

on

X x Y if and only if:
(A) f

is A-continuous

(B) /

z's B-co?2z'z'72Z2ozzs
for all x e X; and

for all y e Y;

(C) / is a DLC function.
Proof.
Theorem

X* x Y*.

If / satisfies

hypotheses

4.4 that / could be extended

(A), (B), and (C), then it was proved "intra"
to a separately

continuous

function

on

.
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Suppose
bounded,

/ has a separately

Lemma 3.1 implies

(A) and (B) must hold.

continuous

that

Product

F on X x Y . As / is

F is also bounded.

By Lemma 4.2, hypotheses

By Lemma 3.3, F is a DLC function.

F|X x Y, f is also a DLC function.
5.

extension

measures.

Hence,

as / =

Q.E.D.

The following

definition

is made in reference

to

Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5.
5.1.

Definition.

respectively.

Let

A and B be SP algebras

Let /: X x Y —* R be a real-valued,

f is a Stone space function

(or S-function)—with

(A) /

is A-continuous

for all y £ Y;

(B) /

is B-continuous

for all x e X; and

over the sets

X and Y,

bounded function

respect

on X x Y.

to A and B—if:

(C) / is a DLC function.
5.2.
tively.

Lemma.

Let A and B be SP algebras

Let f and g be S-junctions

over the sets

X and Y, respec-

on X and Y. Then:

(A) / + g, / V gi and / A g are S-functions.
(B) / , /",

|/|,

and af for all a £ R are S-functions.

(C) // {/ i"0-, is a sequence
function

which converges

uniformly to a

f on X x Y, then f is an S-function.

Proof.
extended

Let / and g be S-functions,

to functions

continuous
tively.

of S-functions

on X

However,

and let a £ R. Then / and g can be

F and G, respectively,

and Y , the Stone spaces
F + G, F V G, FAG,

which are bounded and separately

with respect

and aF

to A and B, respec-

are bounded,

separately

contin-

uous functions on X*x Y*. Since F + G|Xx Y = / + g, F VG|X x Y = / V g.

F A G\X x Y = / A g. and aF|X x Y = af, f + g, f A g. f Mg, and a¡ are
necessarily

S-functions.

The zero function

(See Corollary 4.5.)
is clearly

an S-function.

/+ = / VO, /- = / A 0, and l/l ■ /++ /--/+,

By the above statement—as

l~, and |/| are also S-functions.

Let ¡/ i°°=, be a sequence of S-functions which converge uniformly to a function /.
Since the sequence

is uniformly bounded as each /

is bounded,

bounded (say, by m £ R). Let p and v be any pair of measures

respectively.

As uniform convergence

implies convergence

/ must also be
on A and B,

in measure and as

/ and all but a finite number of / 's are dominated by the p- and v-integrable
constant

function

m + 1, the Dunford-Schwartz

dominated convergence

theorem

[6, p. 124] holds. So, /x / dp (Jy fxdv) exists and

¡*Sxf*+mix^+{^Irf~*mSri*)
Let rp (x) = Jy f

***'*&*•&

dv, and let 0(x) = L / dv. Let e > 0 be given. Then

N can be found so that, for n>N,

|/(x, y) - / (x, y)| < e for all (x, y) e X x Y.
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Let x e X be fixed.
to a given measure

Let viX) be the variation

measure [6, p. 97] with respect

À. Then,

|Ç5(X)- Cf0n(x)\
< fy \fxiy) - fntxiy)\ dviv)
< max |/(x, y) - f (x, y)\ viv) (Y) < cviu)(Y)
yeY
"

Hence,

[cp S°°=1 converges

ip„(y) = fv fydp-

for n> N.
-

uniformly to qo as c does not depend on x.

I' can be shown in a similar

Let

manner that [iff !°°_j converges

uniformly to iff.
By use of arguments

similar

to those

above, one can show that

fy iffdv both exist, that lim ^^ /„ cfodp = /x cWp and that lim

L cpdp and

«, /y 'A "^ =

/„ zpz/i/. Hence,

Sy**" S. Xy
*•*"£l XyXx'•**"£■ XxXv^^^
Since p and v were arbitrary,

5-function.
5.3.

Theorem

4.4 applies.

Therefore,

/ is an

Q.E.D.
Definition.

Let A and B be SP algebras

let p and v be measures

over the sets

X and Y, and

on A and B, respectively.

(A) The limit product algebra of A and B, denoted by A * B, is defined by:
A *B=i£CXx
(B) The finitely

p*v,

y: YE is an 5-function with respect to A and BÎ.
additive

product

set function

p and v on A * B, denoted

by

is defined by:

p * AE) = J^ jY yE dvdß tot all E e A * B.
5.4.

Theorem.

Let A and ß be SP algebras

let p and v be measures
(A) A * B contains

on the sets

on A and B, respectively.
the measurable

X and Y, and

Then:

rectangles—that

is, sets of the form

E x F for E e A and F e B.
(B) If E x F is a measurable

rectangle,

then p *v(E

x F) = p(E) AF).

(C) p * AE) = Jy/X xE dV-dvf°r all E e A * B.
(D) A * B z's £Z72
algebra.
(E) p*v

is a measure

on A *B.

(F) // p 2272Z2'
v are both nonnegative

(G) // p and v are both a-additive,
A * B is an algebra

containing

Let E x F be a measurable

Proof.

rectangle.

on A and B, respectively.

Then

or zero-one

measures,

then so is p * v.

then so is p*v.
the measurable

rectangles.

Let 77 and À be any pair of measures
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fx Iy xBxf dXd"= fx ^F'XEd7T
= ^ME),
and

Íy Íx *ExFdndk= Sy ^E^XFdX
= niE)XiF).
By Theorem 4.4, XexF

ls an ^-function.

So, E x F £ A * B. Part (B) has also

been established.
In particular,

the rectangles

X x Y and </>= 4> x 4> are in A * B. Let

E, F £ A * B. Then yE and xP are S-functions.
Xpup

and Xf ^Xf

= XpnF

are also S-functions.

A *B. As y£ - XeoF = Xf-f
A * B is an algebra.
p * v is a measure.

By Lemma 5.2, yE V Xf ~
So, EuF

1S a'so an ^-function,

Parts

(C) and (F) are clearly

and EOF

E - F £ A *B.
true.

Also,

are in

Hence,

p. *v(<£) =

fxfy Odvdp = 0. Further, p * v is well defined on A * B. Let E, F e A * B
such that E n F = 0. Then XEuF = Xe + X>- S°,

p*viEuF)= fx fy x£uF*Wp- fx fy iyE+ xp'dvdp,

=Ix Iy xbdvd^+ fx Íy XFdvdp
=p*viE)+p *viF).
Hence,

p *v is finitely

Let

additive

viX) be the variation

on A * B.

measure

with respect

to a given measure

A. Then,

given E £ A * B,

\p*viE)\ = |/x fY XE dvdp\ < fx fY 1 dviv)dvip)= viu)iY)vip)iX).
Therefore,

p *v is bounded

and is a measure.

// p and v are o-additive,

so is p *v.

Let p and v be o"-additive.

Let

|E P0-. C A *B be a pairwise disjoint family of sets such that U°°_j E = E £

A * B. Then
N

lim X XE =IX£
N-OO

„=1

77

Fix x e X. Then /y 1N=l \E
N > 1, and /„ Xf(*'

Iy Xe (*• 'dv exists for all

By use of the Lebesgue

one can conclude

N r

lim L

77

(*' )dv = ^=i

)^v a^so exists.

gence theorem for algebras,

= XE-

„=,

dominated

conver-

that

c

!v XE (x> ^dv = Jv XE(*. 'dv.

Let <pN(x)■ I^=1 J*yyE (x, )dv, and let rp(x) m /y XE(x, )dv. Note that

lim,^

(pN= (p- Also /x <pNV= /x Xjf.j fY XEndvdV- S"=i /X/y XE/^

for all N > 1 and Jx(f>dp= fxfy fdvdp exist.
convergence

theorem

for algebras

a second

By use of the Lebesgue dominated
time, it is seen that
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N

& „ÇSxSyXf/^= XxXy^^^'
Hence,
ZV

oo

p *iXe)= lim T p *Ae ) = Y p *Ae ).
N-~„

So, p *v is ff-additive.
5.5.

Remark.

[18] outer measure

=l

"

Q.E.D.

If p *i> is nonnegative,

and can always be completed
is the largest
5.6.

then p *v induces

on X x Y. If p * v is ff-additive,

outer measure on X x Y. So, the algebra
measure zero).

„=1

However,
product

Example.

(enlarged

a finitely

then it induces

A * B can be enlarged

to include all subsets

due to the converse

implication

the usual

in these cases

of sets of variation

of Theorem 4.4, A * B

algebra upon which arbitrary product measures can be compared.
This example will show that A *B is not, in general,

ff-algebra. Let X = Y = Jl, the natural numbers. Let A = B = {£c3l:E
is finite!.

Consider

additive

the measures

p = v defined

a

or?ï-E

by:

Î0, if E is finite

for E e A = B.
1, if Jl - E is finite
Let E = U°°=1 [{tj! x U°°- 'J* Let AA x B) be the ff-algebra generated by the
measurable

rectangles.

Then, E e a(A x B). But,

XxXyKB*"**Xxn-1
£ *.*" Xx*X*" 1
and

[YJxxB¿n*>-fYo*>-o.
Therefore, xE iS not an S-function, and E 4 A * B.
5.7. Example.
The following example will show that A *B can contain
sets not measurable

with respect

[0, l]; A = B = the Lebesgue

to the classical

measurable

Sierpiriski [15] has constructed
vertical

or horizontal

measurable

Let X = Y =

a set EC [0, 1] x [0, 1] which intersects

line in at most two points.

with respect

product algebra.

sets in [O, l]; p = v = Lebesgue measure.

to Lebesgue

Further,

any

this set is not Lebesgue

measure on the plane.

A little reflection will show that Xe IS a DLC function. Also, Xe is ^"
continuous

(for fixed x or fixed y) with respect

to any algebra

C which contains

the singleton sets in [0, l]. Hence, Xe IS an S-funetic-n and E e A * B.
Note that E is measurable with respect to the Bledsoe-Morse product outer
measure

[3].

The relationship

A * B and the Bledsoe-Morse

between

the outer measure

outer measure is not known.

induced

by p *v on
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6.

A "Fubini"

theorem.

is not true for all extensions

An example

6.1.

Theorem.
bounded

theorem,

measures

where this theorem is false

on A and B, respectively.

¡unction

although

seemingly

on the measurable

trivial,

rectangles.

is given after the theorem.

Let A and B be SP algebras

p and v be measures
valued,

The following
of product

on the sets

X and Y, and let

Let f: X x Y —»R be a real-

on X x Y.

If f is a uniform limit of simple,

A *B-measurable

functions,

then

íx Íy**>*'Îy fx'**" fx.Y'* *">■
Proof.
urable
is /.

Let / be a uniform limit of a sequence

functions.
Therefore,

\f \ _, of simple,

Then each of the / 's is an S-function
Theorem

4.4 guarantees

the existence

A*B-meas-

and, by Lemma 5.2, so

and equality

of the iterated

integrals

JxJr'**-JrJx'+*

and/xJr'.*+-JrJx'.+*

for all n.
Due to the uniform convergence
nated convergence

theorem,

of the / 's and the Dunford-Schwartz

the existence

of the integral

domi-

/Xxy ¡dip *v) and the

limit fXxY ¡dip *v) = limnj00 JXxy ¡„dip *v) is also guaranteed.
Let / be a simple,

A * B-measurable

function

(/= ^n=1 «n XE

^or ^„ e

A * B). Hence,

SxxYf** *V)- 77£= 1 \ SxxYXEd^
*") = ,1=1
L V **Bn)
"
N

r

N

= Z «. jX jy XBn*"b= h fy S «„Xpjvdp

So, the theorem is true in this case.
Consider

the more general

sense.

for all n. Let viX) be the variation

Note that /Xxy / dip * v) = Jx/y / dv dp

measure

with respect

to a give measure

X.

Then,

U>

[x fY ¡dvdp- fx fY ¡ndvdp<

Since

i/J~=1

converges

Let í > 0 be given.

max \if-fn)ix, y)\viu)iY)vip)iX),
(x.y)eXxY

uniformly

to /, limn_oo /x/y

¡„dvdp

= fxfY ¡dvdp.

Then, for N large enough and for all n>N,
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\SxxY
>*"*V)-SxSy'H

* |XxxY
f ** *V)- SxxY'. ^ *»*
+ \SxxYfn^^-{Xfyf„^\

♦ Jx/r'.^-Jx/r'**
< e.

Hence, /Xxy /«/(p * w) » /x/y fdvdp.
In the following

will exist.

two examples

Q.E.D.

both interated

In the first example the two iterated

other, but not to the product

integral.

integrals

and the product

integrals

In the second

integral

will be equal to each

example

no two integrals

will

be equal.

6.2. Example. Let X, Y, A, B, and p be defined as in Example 5.6. Let
v be defined by

23 l/«2,

if E is finite

7i£E

for E e B.

v(E) =
3-

£

I/72 ,

otherwise

rzeJl-E

Let A. be the smallest

algebra

Let p x v be the unique product

containing
measure

for each measurable rectangle
E x F.
Let Gj = U°°=i M x \n\. Extend
Gj,

via the Tarski

extension

the A and B measurable

Aj to A2, an algebra

p x v can be extended

77(F)= 77[(G. OF.) U(G'. nF)]=
11

1

containing

Aj and

method [2, p. 185]—that is,

A2 = ¡ (Gj n Fj) u(G'jnF2):
Through this method

rectangles.

on Aj such that p x AE x F) = p(E)AF)

2

F,, F2 e \A.

to a measure

inf

77 on A2 by

p x AE) +

EeAy GnFjCE r

sup

EeKyEcG^F^

pxAE)

for all E £ A2. Note that AG J = 3 - 772/6.
Now,

XxXyXCidAy)dAx)
=0=Jy ¿ yc dAx)dn(y),
but

f

Xr ¿*=3-772/6.

JXxY Aci
6.3.

Example.

Use me same notation

as Example

6.2.

Let

G2 =

U~=2 (M x U?=-í 0. Note that Jx/y Xc2dvdrl " n^6 and /yJx *G2drldv = 3"
Let A, and X be defined by
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A3 = |(G2 n Fy) u (C'2 C\F2): Fy, F2 £ \2\
and

X(G)= A[(G, nF,)u(Gi

nF,)]=

inf

21

tr(E) +

EeA2; G2nElcE

sup

77(E)

EeA2; EcC^nF.,

for all E e A,. Note that A(G2) = tt2/6.

Let H = x

+ 2xGr

Then: /x/y HdXiy)dXix)= ff2/6; /y/x HdXix)dXiy)= 3;

and /Xxy //a*A= À(C2) + 2A(Gj) = 6 - ?72/6.
Note added in proof.
announced

The direct

by N. J. Young,

using

implication

a different

of Theorem 4.4 was previously

proof

[Proc.

Edinburgh

Math. Soc.

193 (1973), 199. (Zbl. 237, #46009)]. However, Dr. Young's hypotheses
"measurable
countably

and bounded"
additive

case.

should

be replaced

by "A-continuous"

(See [4] for a discussion

for the non-

of this point.)
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